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Optimal analyses of many signals in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) require maplevel extraction of individual components in the microwave sky, rather than measurements at the
power spectrum level alone. To date, nearly all map-level component separation in CMB analyses
has been performed exclusively using satellite data. In this paper, we implement a component
separation method based on the internal linear combination (ILC) approach which we have designed
to optimally account for the anisotropic noise (in the 2D Fourier domain) often found in groundbased CMB experiments. Using this method, we combine multi-frequency data from the Planck
satellite and the Atacama Cosmology Telescope Polarimeter (ACTPol) to construct the first widearea, arcminute-resolution component-separated maps (covering ≈ 2100 sq. deg.) of the CMB
temperature anisotropy and the thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (tSZ) effect sourced by the inverseCompton scattering of CMB photons off hot, ionized gas. Our ILC pipeline allows for explicit
deprojection of various contaminating signals, including a modified blackbody approximation of the
cosmic infrared background (CIB) spectral energy distribution. The cleaned CMB maps will be a
useful resource for CMB lensing reconstruction, kinematic SZ cross-correlations, and primordial nonGaussianity studies. The tSZ maps will be used to study the pressure profiles of galaxies, groups,
and clusters through cross-correlations with halo catalogs, with dust contamination controlled via
CIB deprojection. The data products described in this paper will be made available on LAMBDA.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Beginning with COBE [1, 2] and continuing with
WMAP [3, 4, 5] and Planck [6, 7, 8, 9], the advent of
multi-frequency, wide-area microwave sky surveys has allowed the extraction of maps of particular components
from the total observed sky signal. This extraction process, known as component separation, can be designed
to use various characteristics of the signals, including
their frequency, spatial, and angular scale dependences.
This procedure is complementary to the power spectrumlevel foreground marginalization approach that has become standard for the inference of cosmological parameters, which does not use map-level foreground cleaning
at multipoles ` & 30 [4, 10, 11, 12, 13]. While all of
the information in the primary cosmic microwave background (CMB) fluctuations is contained in their angular
power spectrum (under the assumption of Gaussianity),
and thus a map is not strictly required for cosmological
parameter analysis, this is not the case for any other signals of interest in the microwave sky. Thus, map-level
extraction of these other signals is extremely useful for a
wide variety of scientific applications.
Map-level extraction of the CMB itself is necessary
for many important analyses, including CMB lensing
reconstruction, searches for primordial non-Gaussianity,
tests of isotropy and searches for anomalies, and defining
masks for power spectrum-level analyses (by delineating
regions where CMB component separation is effective).
In addition, important secondary anisotropy signals can
be accessed via component separation. Cleaned CMB
maps contain the kinematic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (kSZ)
signal, as this effect preserves the blackbody spectrum of
the CMB to lowest order in (v/c), where v is the line-ofsight electron velocity. Thus, these maps can be used for
kSZ measurements via cross-correlations [14, 15, 16, 17].
The thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (tSZ) effect, on the
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other hand, generates a distinctive non-blackbody spectral distortion in the CMB, whose frequency dependence
can be used to extract tSZ maps from multi-frequency
data sets. Given its high degree of non-Gaussianity, these
tSZ maps contain much more information than the tSZ
power spectrum alone [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25].
In addition, they are valuable tools for cross-correlation
analyses with a wide variety of large-scale structure data
sets [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33].
Thus far, map-level component separation has primarily been performed using CMB satellite data because ground-based experiments lacked sufficiently sensitive multi-frequency data. This situation has recently changed with the advent of high-sensitivity, multifrequency receivers on ground-based experiments like the
Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT) and the South
Pole Telescope (SPT) [34, 35]. In particular, the full Advanced ACTPol data set will include coverage at five frequencies from 28 to 230 GHz [36]. The upcoming Simons
Observatory will extend this further with six frequencies
from 27 to 280 GHz [37], while overlapping data from
CCAT-prime will include coverage at higher frequencies
as well [38]. Thus, it is an opportune time to build
the necessary analysis infrastructure for multi-frequency
component separation with these data sets.
The data used in this analysis include Planck frequency maps from 30 to 545 GHz (eight channels) from
the 2015 release and ACT data at 97 and 149 GHz collected by the ACTPol receiver [39, 40, 41] during the 2014
and 2015 seasons.1 The total area of the componentseparated maps produced in this analysis is ≈ 2100
square degrees. Due to large-scale atmospheric noise
in the ACT data, Planck dominates the information
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A previous work [42] considered a joint map co-add of Planck
and ACT data from the original MBAC survey, but used only
one ACT channel at 148 GHz; thus, on small scales the resulting
map is simply a rescaled version of the ACT 148 GHz map (see
their Fig. 2), rather than a multi-frequency component-separated
map.
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content at low multipoles in our component-separated
maps, while ACT dominates at high multipoles where
the Planck noise blows up due to the instrument’s coarser
angular resolution. On intermediate scales, both experiments contribute substantial information.

Nevertheless, the maps constructed here will have a
rich array of scientific applications. The tSZ maps can
be used for cross-correlations with galaxy, group, and
cluster catalogs selected at many wavelengths (e.g., optical [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54], infrared [55, 56], or
X-ray [57, 58]). These studies can probe the behavior
of the gas pressure profile deep into the interiors of clusters and at the virial radii of galaxies and groups [59],
due to the unprecedented high resolution of our widearea tSZ maps (FWHM = 1.6 arcminutes, in contrast to
10 arcminutes when using Planck alone [23]). The CMB
temperature maps can be used for a variety of kSZ analyses, including cross-correlations with spectroscopic and
photometric galaxy samples. They can also be used for
CMB lensing reconstruction, particularly in novel estimators that are insensitive to tSZ foreground biases [60].
We expect that a diverse set of future analyses will follow from these data products, and from improved data
products to be produced imminently from a broader set
of Advanced ACTPol single-frequency maps over more
area with additional frequency information.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
we review the theory underlying our map co-addition procedure and describe our models of relevant sky components. In Sec. III, we describe the ACT and Planck maps
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This issue is the reason that the cosmological parameter analysis
of the primary CMB power spectrum in Planck did not rely on
component-separated maps [7, 9, 47].
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To construct CMB and tSZ maps from these data,
we implement an internal linear combination (ILC) algorithm [1, 5, 43, 44, 45, 46]. The ILC approach aims to
obtain a linear co-addition of the input maps that minimizes the variance of the final map while preserving the
signal of interest in an unbiased way, relying solely on
knowledge of the frequency dependence of this component. This method has the advantages of computational
efficiency and robustness to foregrounds with unexpected
spectral properties due to its semi-blind nature. On the
other hand, its primary disadvantage is the difficulty of
characterizing leakage of various foregrounds into the final map; no particular foreground is explicitly removed
in the standard ILC analysis. The latter drawback can be
mitigated to a large extent by “constrained” ILC methods that explicitly null some foreground(s), as we discuss
and implement below. However, it is infeasible to fully
deproject all foregrounds, and thus the auto-statistics
(e.g., the auto-power spectrum) of the resulting maps
must be interpreted with significant caution.2 In particular, we do not attempt to interpret the auto-power
spectra of the derived CMB or tSZ maps in this work.
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FIG. 1: Anisotropy of instrument noise in one of the ACT
single-frequency maps entering our component separation
analysis. (The map is from the 149 GHz channel of the PA3
array from 2015 observations in the D56 region; see Sec. III
for more details.) We show the logarithm of the noise power
in units of µK2 · sr in the 2D Fourier plane with angular
wavenumbers shown on the axes. To make the anisotropy
in the noise power visible, the color scale is saturated in the
central region where atmospheric noise dominates. The noise
power has been smoothed with an averaging block width of
∆` = 400. The anisotropy is primarily due to atmosphereinduced stripe-like noise in the scan directions (the X pattern)
and detector correlations (the hexagonal pattern). While the
instrument power shown here is an average over the entire
sky region considered, the magnitude and directionality of
anisotropy varies as a function of position in the map.

used in this analysis. Sec. IV presents the data processing steps applied to the maps, while Sec. V details the
algorithm that we apply to co-add these data to produce
maps of the CMB temperature and tSZ effect. We then
present the resulting maps in Sec. VI, including several
validation tests. In Sec. VII, we describe a set of simulations used for additional validation and for future use in
covariance estimation. We discuss future prospects and
conclude in Sec. VIII. The data products described in
this paper will be made available on LAMBDA.3

II.

COMPONENT-SEPARATED MAPS FROM
MULTI-FREQUENCY DATA

We construct component-separated maps following the
ILC approach [1, 5, 43, 44, 45, 46], but applied in a novel
domain in comparison to earlier works. In the ILC approach, one chooses a domain in which to represent the
individual frequency maps and linearly co-add them with
weights determined such that (a) the total power spectrum of the resulting map is minimized while (b) the
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resulting map has unit response to the component of interest, which has an assumed spectral energy distribution (SED), and optionally (c) the response to a contaminant with another assumed SED is nulled. Since the
ACT maps we work with do not span a large area on the
sphere (≈ 2100 sq. deg.), we choose to work in the 2D
Fourier pixel domain of rectangular maps in a cylindrical projection. We define a two-dimensional wavevector
` (rather than using spherical harmonics). An advantage
of working in the 2D Fourier domain is that it allows us
to optimally downweight anisotropic noise in microwave
sky maps from ground-based experiments (see Figure 1).
The anisotropic structure in the instrument noise power
is primarily due to atmospheric noise, which correlates
observations in the scanning directions. The stripe-like
noise in the two primary scanning directions shows up as
an “X” in the power spectrum. Nearby detectors also see
nearby, correlated parts of the atmosphere. The interplay
between the atmosphere and detector layout in the focal
plane also shows up in the 2D noise power spectrum as
a hexagonal pattern.
In the 2D Fourier domain, the harmonic transform of
any general linear map co-add that treats each 2D Fourier
pixel at ` independently can be written as
X
M (`) =
wi (`)Mi (`) ,
(1)
i

where the index i runs over any number of maps Mi , each
of which has its own particular frequency bandpass and
angular beam. These maps are linearly combined with
weights wi to satisfy desired properties of the co-add.
Throughout our analysis, we use maps Mi that are calibrated in units of differential CMB blackbody temperature expressed in µK, with TCMB = 2.726 K assumed
for the CMB monopole temperature [61]. Under this assumption, blackbody components like the CMB and kSZ
signals are identical across all maps
P and have unit response, thus implying a constraint i wi = 1 in the ILC
for these components. More generally, we may be interested in extracting a “signal” component s(`) whose SED
yields a per-channel response fi in CMB temperature
units. Furthermore, we explicitly retain the beam (or
point spread function) transmission in harmonic space
Bi (`), such that the total harmonic-space response factor
for this component in each map is ai (`) = fi Bi (`). This
choice differs from some previous work (e.g., [46]), but
it allows our pipeline to avoid explicit beam deconvolutions that can lead to numerical instabilities, particularly
on small scales. Furthermore, we assume that a second
“contaminant” component c(`) may also be present with
assumed SED fi0 and overall response a0i (`) = fi0 Bi (`).
Any individual frequency map in the data set can then
be modeled as
Mi (`) = ai (`)s(`) + a0i (`)c(`) + ni (`) ,

(2)

where each map has a noise contribution ni (`) comprised
of the sum of the instrument and atmospheric noise, as

well as all other foreground contaminants that may be
present. In the ILC approach, we assume that the latter
contaminants are uncorrelated with the signal of interest. This assumption is violated by the tSZ-CIB correlation (e.g., [62]); however, explicit deprojection of the
CIB in the tSZ ILC map can partially mitigate this issue.
In this work, we only consider explicit modeling and deprojection of a single contaminant c in a given ILC map
(though the choice of c can vary), because of limited frequency coverage on small scales. With future data at
additional frequencies, we will explore explicit modeling
of multiple components.
In the idealized case of a monochromatic (δ-function)
bandpass, the responses fi are scale-independent numbers that are directly related to the SED of the component of interest. With a bandpass of non-zero width,
fi acquires “color corrections” that depend on the shape
of the bandpass. If the bandpass and beam were fully
separable, these would still be scale-independent numbers. However, in general, the responses fi become scaledependent functions of ` (corresponding to different behavior in the diffuse and compact limits) when the beam
changes slightly as a function of frequency within the
bandpass. These scale-dependent color correction effects
are accounted for as described in Appendix A, with amplitudes from 1%−10% for the ACT maps in our analysis,
motivating careful consideration of these effects in future
high-precision analyses (see, e.g., [63]).

A.

Covariance and Deprojection

The optimal weights wi for use in Eq. 1 can be derived
by requiring that the ILC map co-add has minimum variance while satisfying additional constraints. Allowing for
the presence of a second component allows us to produce
two types of maps [46]: (1) “Standard” ILC (no contaminant deprojection) where the sole constraint is that the
map has
P unit response to the component of interest s(`)
(i.e.,
wi ai = 1), and (2) “Constrained” ILC (with contaminant deprojection) where the map is also required
to
P have0 null response to the second component c(`) (i.e.,
wi ai = 0).
This results in the following expression for the weights
(e.g., [46]):




−1 0
−1
−1 0
−1
a0j Cjk
ak aj Cji
− aj Cjk
ak a0j Cji
wi = 
(3)

 
2 ,
−1
−1 0
−1 0
aj Cjk
ak a0j Cjk
ak − aj Cjk
ak
where we have suppressed the `-dependence for clarity, and the covariance matrix C is the expectation
value of the cross-map power-spectrum hMi (`)Mj∗ (`)i.
In the “no deprojection” (Standard ILC) case, wi =
−1
−1
aj Cji
/(aj Cjk
ak ) can be obtained as a special case in
0
the limit ai → 0. The expectation value of the covariance matrix C is formally over realizations of the underlying statistical fields, and thus it contains contributions
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In practice, the map power spectra receive contributions from astrophysical foregrounds whose relative amplitude can depend in an unpredictable way on sky position, angular scale, and frequency. For these reasons,
a covariance matrix based on theoretical predictions can
result in a sub-optimal co-add, leaving large foreground
residuals in the result. Thus, an empirical estimate of the
power spectrum of the maps is preferred; this is a primary
motivation of the ILC method. This empirical estimate
can be obtained by smoothing or averaging Mi (`)Mj∗ (`)
over domains of similar ` (e.g., in annular bins centered
on ` with width ∆`). Such empirical estimates are prone
to problems of signal loss, sometimes referred to as “ILC
bias” (see [44] for a detailed discussion), since the dependence of the weights on the data causes the estimator for
the map co-add to be non-linear in the data. The ILC
bias primarily affects large scales due to the small number of modes available at low `. As described in Sec. V,
we employ a strategy to preserve the information content
of the 2D power spectra while minimizing ILC bias. We
verify this strategy on simulations (see Sec. VII).
As a point of comparison, the methodology employed
here has strong similarities to the semi-blind component
separation algorithms employed by Planck, particularly
the needlet ILC (NILC) algorithm [44]. One distinction is that our ILC weights include anisotropic dependence in the Fourier domain, which is not considered
in NILC. Unlike NILC, our ILC weights do not vary
with spatial position, but this is not a significant disadvantage as we only analyze relatively small regions
of sky far from the Galactic plane, with observed sky
fraction fsky . 0.05. We anticipate that our results
could be moderately improved on large angular scales
by including spatial dependence in the ILC weights in
a needlet-like manner. The other semi-blind methods
used by Planck include spectral-matching independent
component analysis (SMICA) and pixel-space linear template fitting methods, which both produced results similar to NILC [7], as did an independent analysis using
the semi-blind Local-Generalized Morphological Component Analysis method [64]. On large scales where the
number of modes available for covariance estimation is
limited, parametric fitting component separation methods, such as the Commander code used by Planck, are
more well-suited than ILC or ICA methods. With sufficient frequency coverage, parametric methods can also
perform well on small scales. Given the moderate number of frequency channels available on small scales here,
we focus only on the semi-blind ILC approach.

102
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from sample variance of the astrophysical quantities as
well as the power spectrum of the experimental noise.
For example, if the CMB were the only component in
the sky and had known power spectrum C` , one would
have Cij = Bi (`)Bj (`)C` + N`ij where N ij are the noise
cross-power spectra of the maps.
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tSZ
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FIG. 2: Relative frequency dependences of the CMB+kSZ,
tSZ, and CIB components in units of differential CMB temperature, normalized at 150 GHz. The tSZ spectrum Eq. 5
is negative (orange dashed line) below 218 GHz. The CIB is
the fiducial modified blackbody SED Eq. 6 (green line). The
CMB+kSZ (blue line) is constant in these units. The circles and squares show the color-corrected response factors for
each frequency band used in this work for Planck and ACT,
respectively, positioned horizontally at the approximate central frequencies of the bands.

B.

Frequency dependence of components

In this work, we focus on reconstructing ILC maps of
two components: (1) the blackbody component consisting primarily of the lensed CMB and kSZ signals, hereafter referred to as the “CMB+kSZ” component (subscripted with just “CMB” in formulae for brevity); and
(2) the Compton-y fluctuations arising from the tSZ effect, which probes the line-of-sight-integrated pressure of
ionized gas. Each of these components is reconstructed
with various ILC approaches: (1) CMB+kSZ with no
deprojection (standard ILC), tSZ deprojected, or CIB
deprojected; and (2) tSZ with no deprojection (standard
ILC), CMB deprojected, or CIB deprojected. Here, CIB
refers to the cosmic infrared background, whose SED we
take to be a modified blackbody spectrum with associated dust temperature, as described below. This treatment of the CIB is only approximate; in reality since
it constitutes the sum of emission from dusty galaxies
across a range of redshifts it is not actually a fully coherent field whose signal is simply rescaled across frequencies; instead, different frequency maps contain intrinsically different CIB fluctuations [65, 66, 67, 68, 69].
Nevertheless, maps that are relatively close in frequency
contain highly coherent CIB fluctuations, and thus deprojecting a CIB-like spectrum can remove significant
contamination in the ILC.
Producing these maps requires us to assume a frequency response fi in the response factors ai = Bi (`)fi
for each component that is either preserved (ai for
CMB+kSZ and tSZ) or deprojected (a0i for CMB, tSZ,

6

FIG. 3: Sky regions analyzed in this work. The vertical axis (declination) and horizontal axis (right ascension) are labeled in
degrees. The BOSS-N region (1633 sq. deg) and D56 region (456 sq. deg.) that we analyze are labeled. The background shows
the Planck 353 GHz temperature map in this sky region.

and CIB). Eq. 3 shows that the overall normalization
of the frequency dependence of a deprojected component does not matter, as it cancels in the weights. As
mentioned above, for the CMB+kSZ component, the frequency dependence for our calibrated maps in differential
CMB units is simple: fi = 1.
For the tSZ effect, the map we wish to obtain is a
map of the dimensionless Compton-y parameter, which
is related to the tSZ temperature anisotropy contribution
via [70, 71]:
∆TtSZ (ν) = yTCMB ftSZ (ν) ,

(4)

where
ftSZ (ν) = x

ex + 1
−4
ex − 1

(5)

with x = hν/kB TCMB . This implies that for a monochromatic bandpass, fi = TCMB ftSZ (νi ) for the tSZ effect (see
Appendix A for color corrections in the realistic case).
Eq. 5 is the non-relativistic tSZ spectral dependence; we
neglect relativistic corrections to the tSZ effect (e.g., [72])
as these are only relevant for the most massive clusters
in the Universe. If necessary for a particular analysis,
relativistic corrections can be accounted for by modeling
the SED with a moment expansion and deprojecting this
component in the ILC [73, 74].
Finally, for the CIB SED, we use a modified blackbody:
fCIB (ν) ∝

ν 3+β
ehν/(kB TCIB ) − 1

dB(ν, T )
dT

!−1
,
T =TCMB

(6)
where β = 1.2, TCIB = 24 K, and the final factor is
the conversion from specific intensity units to differential CMB temperature units (B is the Planck function).
The overall normalization of this SED is not relevant, as
we only consider it as a contaminant to be deprojected.
The SED parameters are consistent with predictions of
the sky-average CIB SED for the CIB halo model fit to
the Planck CIB power spectra measurements [75].4 The
frequency dependence of the CMB+kSZ, tSZ, and CIB
components, normalized to their values at 150 GHz, is

4

The SED parameters here do not correspond to physical SED
parameters of an actual infrared source.

shown in Figure 2. The figure shows the color-corrected
responses in the scale-independent limit, i.e., at ` = 0.
In all analyses performed in this paper, we account for
the full scale-dependent responses, as detailed in Appendix A.

III.

DATA

TABLE I: Maps used for component separation. The central
frequencies are not intended to be precise; we use the full
bandpass in our analysis. While the beam FWHM for Planck
reflects what we assume in our analysis, for ACT, only rough
estimates are shown in this table; we use the appropriate harmonic transfer function in our analysis.
Name
Season
Array Region Freq. FWHM
(GHz) (arcmin)
P030
Planck PR2 30
32.408
Planck PR2 44
27.100
P044
Planck PR2 70
13.315
P070
P100
Planck PR2 100
9.69
P143
Planck PR2 143
7.30
P217
Planck PR2 217
5.02
P353
Planck PR2 353
4.94
P545
Planck PR2 545
4.83
BOSS-N 149
1.4
BOSSN 1 149 ACTPol 2015 PA1
BOSSN 2 149 ACTPol 2015 PA2
BOSS-N 149
1.4
BOSSN 3 097 ACTPol 2015 PA3
BOSS-N 97
2.2
BOSSN 4 149 ACTPol 2015 PA3
BOSS-N 149
1.4
D56 1 149
ACTPol 2014 PA1
D56
149
1.4
D56 2 149
ACTPol 2014 PA2
D56
149
1.4
D56 3 149
ACTPol 2015 PA1
D56
149
1.4
D56 4 149
ACTPol 2015 PA2
D56
149
1.4
D56 5 097
ACTPol 2015 PA3
D56
97
2.2
D56 6 149
ACTPol 2015 PA3
D56
149
1.4

We now apply the above formalism to data from the
Planck satellite and ACT to construct co-added ILC
maps of the CMB+kSZ and tSZ signals. We work with
maps in two distinct, non-overlapping regions of the sky,
labeled BOSS-N and D56. Roughly, the BOSS-N region
spans RA of 117 degrees to 150 degrees and declination
of -2 degrees to 19 degrees with a total effective area in
our analysis mask of 1633 sq. deg, while the D56 region
spans RA of -9 degrees to 43 degrees and declination of
-7 degrees to 4 degrees with a total effective area of 456
sq. deg. We show these sky regions in Figure 3. These
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regions correspond to areas of the sky that have deep
observations from ACT in 2014 and 2015.

A.

ACT

We use the intensity (temperature) data taken with the
ACTPol receiver at 97 GHz and 149 GHz, using only the
night-time data taken during 2014 and 2015, where nighttime data refers to observations between 23:00 and 11:00
UTC. This data set consists of maps made from detector
arrays PA1 and PA2 both observing at 149 GHz in 2014
(for D56) and 2015 (for BOSS-N and D56), and a dichroic
detector array PA3 observing at 97 GHz and 149 GHz in
2015 (for BOSS-N and D56). Details of the ACTPol instrument, including the detector arrays, can be found in [41].
A more detailed description of the full data set will appear in [76, 77]. The Advanced ACTPol instrument has
collected more data from 2016 on and the source subtraction procedure used in this analysis uses information
on the location of compact sources inferred from co-add
maps that include data up to the 2017 observing season for greater precision in source parameters. Similarly,
in the stacking analysis on tSZ-selected clusters used for
validation of the Compton-y maps (see Sec. VI A), we
include candidate cluster locations inferred from co-add
maps that include data up to the 2018 season. The ILC
maps, however, do not contain any post-2015 ACT data.
When including ACT data in the ILC co-addition procedure, we exclude all Fourier modes with ` < 500, since
these modes are measured well by Planck, while the ACT
data in this region of Fourier space can have low signalto-noise due to atmospheric noise. At ` > 500, the ACT
transfer function is unity to within 0.2% (see [76, 77] for
details).
The ACTPol bandpasses for the three arrays used in
this work (PA1, PA2, PA3) are shown in blue in Figure 4.
The 149 GHz bandpasses are quite similar and lie nearly
on top of one another in the figure. The bandpasses
were measured using a Fourier Transform Spectrometer
(FTS) at the ACT site after the receiver was installed in
the telescope [41]. The ACT beams were measured from
observations of Uranus (see [76, 77]) and subsequently
corrected for the fact that the Rayleigh-Jeans spectrum
of Uranus is different from the CMB blackbody spectrum.
Appendix A describes color corrections accounting for
the measured bandpasses.
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FIG. 4: Bandpass transmission from Planck and ACT for
maps used in component separation, normalized to the maximum in each. The Planck LFI bands are shown in black, the
HFI bands in red, and the ACTPol bands in blue (dichroic
PA3 array in dashed). Three ACTPol bandpasses lie very
close to one another at 149 GHz, namely, the PA1 and PA2
arrays (solid blue) and the PA3 array (dashed blue). We show
in dark red text in units of GHz the rough central values of
“frequency groups”, where the grouping is done only for the
purpose of obtaining co-added spectra for covariance estimation (see Sec. V A).

make our analysis much less straightforward. To avoid
numerical issues due to noise in cross-correlations that
enter the covariance matrix calculation, we exclude low
signal-to-noise ratio modes of the Planck maps by using modes with 20 < ` < 300 for LFI 30 and 44 GHz,
20 < ` < 2000 for LFI 70 GHz, and 20 < ` < 5800
for HFI 100, 143, 217, 353, and 545 GHz. We exclude
` < 20 from the Planck maps since this is close to the
largest scale supported in our sky regions. We do not
include the 857 GHz maps due to their more uncertain
calibration [78]. We use the Planck full-mission maps for
the co-addition process, and the HFI half-mission maps
and LFI half-ring maps for covariance calculations from
data splits. We use bandpass transmission data provided
by Planck for the LFI [79] and HFI [80] channels. We
verify that our implementation of these bandpasses reproduces the unit conversions and color corrections in Table
6 of [80] to high precision. The LFI and HFI bandpasses
are shown in Figure 4 in black and red, respectively. We
treat the Planck LFI and HFI beams as Gaussian, with
FWHM values given in Table III [81, 82]. We use the
FWHM of the Gaussian whose solid angle is equivalent
to that of the effective beams, as provided by Planck
(see Table 3 of [81] and Table 3 of [82]), following the
Planck y-map construction [23]. Any small deviations
from Gaussianity in the tails of the Planck beams lie in
high-multipole regions where the ACT channels dominate
in our ILC (see Figure 5).

Planck

The Planck data set that we use consists of maps from
both the Low Frequency Instrument (LFI) and High Frequency Instrument (HFI). These maps come from the
PR2 (2015) data release. We refrain from using the PR3
(2018) release maps since the effective intensity bandpasses become component-dependent due to the polarization systematics-cleaning procedures [9]; this issue would

IV.
A.

DATA PROCESSING

Source detection and subtraction

Since we will be calculating Fourier transforms in the
ILC analysis, we wish to remove any bright compact objects that can cause ringing. Removing compact sources
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has the additional advantage of reducing the overall level
of contamination from radio sources in lensing maps and
cross-correlations derived from these products. We perform compact source subtraction in three steps as done in
[76, 77], prior to running the component separation algorithm. First, a fiducial catalog is built for each frequency
using a matched-filter source-finder on co-added maps
using all night-time ACT data from 2013 to 2017, with
sources detected at 5σ or more being kept. Then perseason, per-array catalogs are built by using this catalog
as a template and fitting only the source amplitudes on
the individual season maps. This fit is performed jointly
for sources that overlap spatially in the maps, and the
amplitudes in the original cross-season catalog are used
as weak (10−3 relative weight) priors to break any degeneracies. Sources in these per-season, per-array catalogs
are subtracted from each map (with the exception of the
Planck 545 GHz map; see Sec. IV B). Since the subtraction threshold is set based on the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) in the total map, but amplitudes are then fit in
individual season maps, it is not straightforward to express the source subtraction level in terms of a specific
flux. However, the typical detection noise in the co-added
2013-2017 map is 1.4 mJy at 97 GHz and 0.9 mJy at 149
GHz for D56 and 2.1 mJy at 97 GHz and 1.8 mJy at
149 GHz for BOSS-N. The detection threshold for source
subtraction is then roughly 5 times these numbers.

C.

Processing of ACT data

Each Planck map is reprojected from HEALPix [83]5
to the pixelization corresponding to a Plate Carrée
(CAR) projection (i.e., equirectangular conformal on the
equator, see e.g. [84]) with a 0.5 arcmin pixel size used in
the ACT data. This reprojection is done by calculating
the spherical harmonic transform of the HEALPix map
(band-limited to ` < 3072 for LFI maps and ` < 6144
for HFI maps) and then calculating the inverse spherical
harmonic transform on to the CAR pixelization of the
ACT maps after applying a rotation from Galactic to
Equatorial coordinates. Following this reprojection, the
Planck maps are source-subtracted using the method described in Sec. IV A for all frequencies from 30 GHz to
353 GHz. For the 545 GHz map, we do not follow the
procedure in Sec. IV A, because many new sources are
present at this frequency that do not appear in the catalog made from co-added 97 GHz and 149 GHz ACT data.
Instead, we use the publicly available Planck Catalog of
Compact Sources [85] for sources detected at Planck 545
GHz (PR2 2015 PCCS2), and subtract compact sources
based on the reported fluxes in that catalog.

While the source subtraction described in Sec. IV A
significantly reduces compact source contamination, we
must account for two classes of compact contamination
in the ACT maps. We categorize the residuals in the
ACT data from all arrays and patches from 2013-2016,
although only a fraction of them appear in the 2014–
2015 BOSS-N and D56 patches considered in this work.
The classes are:
(a) Residuals at the locations of bright sources that
received special treatment in the map-maker (see [86] for
details). There are at most 132 of these locations across
all arrays and patches from 2013–2016.
(b) Residuals at the locations of bright sources that
did not receive special treatment in the map-maker, but
appear in external catalogs and may be extended. The
source subtraction procedure used in [76, 77] handles extended sources well, but the brightest of these leave visible residuals. A cut at SNR = 90 is used to identify
23 such sources across all arrays and patches from 2013–
2016 that are not already in the previous list.
To handle contamination from the above classes of objects, we “inpaint” circular holes centered on them. We
fill circular holes around these objects by finding the
maximum-likelihood solution for pixels within the hole
constrained by the pixels in a context region around the
hole, and subsequently adding a realization of “noise”
to the pixels inside the hole by sampling the covariance
matrix for the maximum-likelihood solution. This corresponds to the brute-force solution in [87], rather than
the conjugate gradient algorithm presented there involving all pixels in the map. When only a small number of
objects need to be inpainted, the former is much faster
than the latter. All holes are chosen to be 6 arcminutes in
radius, embedded in a square context region of width 20
arcminutes. The noise model used to build the covariance
matrix assumes (a) a CMB spectrum diagonal in Fourier
space and corresponding to a fiducial lensed theory spectrum obtained with CAMB [88],6 which is convolved with
the one-dimensional beam corresponding to the array under consideration, (b) inhomogeneous white noise diagonal in pixel space obtained from the inverse variance
per pixel output from the map-maker, and (c) that the
solutions in each array are independent of each other despite sharing common CMB. The solution is performed
jointly in Stokes (I, Q, U )-space even though some of the
selected sources are unpolarized. While the inpainted
Q and U maps are not used in the products described
here, they are used in the CMB lensing reconstruction
presented in [89]. Within these holes, the inpainting procedure described above ignores correlated noise, lensing,
foregrounds, and correlations due to common signal and
atmosphere between arrays. However, since these effects
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B.

Processing of Planck data
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on the covariance matrix (used only for inpainting) are at
most at the tens of percent level, and since only a total
fraction of the map of less than 0.3% is inpainted this
way, we expect negligible changes to the final component
separated maps themselves due to these approximations.

D.

Preparation

After compact source subtraction and inpainting, we
apply an apodized mask to each map. The apodized
mask restricts our analysis to the well-crosslinked region
used for power spectrum measurements in [76, 77]. In
addition, we deconvolve the pixel window function of
the ACT maps in 2D Fourier space, but we leave the
HEALPix pixel window function of the Planck maps untouched, treating it as entering the assumed Planck beam
transfer function.

V.

ALGORITHM

Since we use the CAR projection, each map is on a 2D
grid for which a 2D Fourier space can be constructed. As
described in Sec. III, we construct maps in two distinct
regions of the sky where deep observations of ACTPol
data are available, D56 and BOSS-N. For each of these regions, we use maps of the microwave sky measured by
ACTPol (97, 149 GHz) as well as by the Planck LFI (30,
44, 70 GHz) and HFI (100, 143, 217, 353, 545 GHz) instruments. At each of the aforementioned frequencies,
one “array” is available from Planck (corresponding to
the full Planck mission), and multiple arrays are available for ACTPol (corresponding to multiple observation
seasons and detector arrays). For each Planck array, two
splits of the data are available (corresponding to halfmission splits for HFI and half-ring splits for LFI) and
four splits are available for ACTPol (corresponding to the
time-ordered-data splitting scheme described in [76, 77]).
The splits have independent instrument noise and thus
can be used to build instrument noise estimates.
After defining a domain consisting of pixels in the 2D
Fourier space of the map geometry in each region (BOSS-N
or D56) under consideration, our algorithm for constructing component maps consists of the following steps:
1. For each pair of arrays, estimate the instrument
noise covariance from the power spectra of difference maps (see Sec. V A for details on Steps 1-6);
2. Estimate the sky covariance by subtracting the
noise estimate from the total spectrum;
3. Where multiple arrays are available for nearby frequencies, co-add the sky covariance with optimal
weights;
4. Smooth the co-added signal spectra calculated for
each frequency pair in radial annuli in 2D Fourier

space and assign to each array pair, since the sky
signal is expected to be fairly isotropic;
5. Smooth the noise covariance in Cartesian subblocks of 2D Fourier space to preserve information
about the noise anisotropy and assign the result to
the relevant array pair;
6. Use the smoothed signal and noise covariances to
get an estimate of the total covariance for each array pair;
7. Solve for the component of interest in each Fourier
pixel using the estimated array-array covariance,
known response of each array to each component,
deprojecting components with known spectra as
needed, and inverse-Fourier transform to obtain
the corresponding component-separated maps (see
Sec. V B for details).
We describe these steps in detail in the following subsections. In Sec. VII, we describe how we apply the entire
algorithm described here to simulations, in order to verify
our pipeline and inform analysis choices made here.
A.

Covariance estimation

Steps 1–6 are described here. In a given patch (either
D56 or BOSS-N), we construct an Na × Na covariance matrix for each 2D Fourier-space pixel, from each of the
Na frequency maps. For D56, Na = 14, corresponding
to eight Planck frequencies, two detector sets from ACT
Season 2014 at 149 GHz (PA1 and PA2), three detector sets from ACT Season 2015 at 149 GHz (PA1, PA2,
and PA3 at 149 GHz), and one detector set from ACT
Season 2015 at 97 GHz (PA3 at 97 GHz). For BOSS-N,
Na = 12, corresponding to the eight Planck frequencies,
three detector sets from ACT Season 2015 at 149 GHz
(PA1, PA2, and PA3 at 149 GHz), and one detector set
from ACT Season 2015 at 97 GHz (PA3 at 97 GHz).
We split the calculation of the covariance C into a sum
of signal S and noise N parts. The signal part includes
the contribution from all components that are constant in
time, including the lensed CMB and astrophysical foregrounds. The noise part is calculated from splits of the
data interleaved in time.
For Step 1, we estimate the noise power needed for
the diagonal of the covariance matrix and for the pair
corresponding to ACT PA3 at 149 GHz and ACT PA3
at 97 GHz, which have up to 40% correlated atmospheric
noise since they come from the same dichroic detector
array. For all other pairs (including ACT-Planck pairs),
the instrument noise correlation is expected to be zero.
To get a noise estimate for a given array pair, we do
the following. For each array in the pair, we obtain a difference map di = si − c by subtracting the “co-add” map
c from each split map si indexed by 0 < i < k, where
“co-add” here refers to the map containing all of the observations in all of the splits. This removes all signal
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FIG. 5: ILC weights for CMB+kSZ (left) and Compton-y (right) maps with no contaminants deprojected in the D56 region.
While our ILC method operates in 2D Fourier space, we show here 1D binned weights as a function of multipole for each of the
maps entering into the ILC reconstruction. Planck LFI weights are shown with dash-dotted lines, HFI weights with dashed
lines, and ACT weights with solid lines. The small scales are clearly dominated by ACT, due to its high resolution, while the
large scales are dominated by Planck, due to the significant large-scale atmospheric noise in ACT, as well as Planck ’s wider
frequency coverage. The ACT 149 and 97 GHz channel weights approximately overlap with the HFI 143 and 100 GHz channel
weights, respectively, in the region where both experiments have non-negligible signal-to-noise. The array names for the ACT
maps are the same as those in Table III.

including CMB and foregrounds, but also any potential
common
Psystematic
P like ground pickup. The co-add map
is c =
si hi / hi where hi is the inverse variance in
each pixel. The number of splits is k = 4 for ACT and
k = 2 for Planck.
We then calculate the 2D FFT of the above difference
map, d˜i = FFT(di ma ) with the apodized mask ma (see
Sec. IV D). With the Fourier transforms, we build an estimate for the noise power of the co-add in 2D Fourierspace by averaging over the noise power spectra obtained
from each split:
Nab =

X
1
d˜a d˜b∗ ,
k(k − 1)w2 i i i

(7)

where a and b may index two different arrays as in the
case of the PA3 97 GHz-149 GHz noise cross-power, and
w2 = hma (n̂)2 i accounts for the loss in power due to the
apodized mask. This completes Step 1.
For Step 2, to calculate the signal power spectrum, we
first consider the case where the array pairs have no correlated instrument noise (which includes all off-diagonals
of the covariance matrix, except for the ACT PA3 97149 GHz pair). For this case, we simply calculate the 2D
cross-power of the total co-add maps of each array. For
the case of diagonal elements and the 97-149 GHz pair,
we subtract the unsmoothed noise estimate Nab from the
2D cross-power of the total co-add maps.
To improve the SNR of this signal covariance estimate,
we co-add similar estimates of signal covariance that belong to the same “frequency group” (Step 3, and see Figure 4). For example, despite the slightly different bandpasses, the Planck 143 GHz signal power should be nearly
identical to the signal power of any of the ACT 149 GHz

arrays, so we co-add all of these into a single estimate
which is used for each of those arrays. The weights in
the power spectrum co-add account for the differences in
beams and noise in the different arrays.
For Step 4, we next smooth the signal power estimates
by averaging the 2D power spectra in annular bins of
width ∆` = 160 and linearly interpolating the result back
on to the 2D Fourier grid, thus providing us an estimate
of the signal covariance S.
For Step 5, the final instrument noise power estimate
Nab is obtained by block-averaging Nab , i.e. averaging
the 2D power within blocks of size ∆` × ∆`. This is
done by removing high-frequency modes in the Fourier
transform of the 2D power spectra so as to effectively
downgrade the 2D power using an effective averaging
block width of ∆` = 400. This procedure smooths the
2D Fourier power while preserving anisotropy. Before
smoothing, the 2D power is either (1) transformed into
its logarithm (for the diagonal auto-noise-power case,
with a numerical correction applied for the fact that the
logarithm changes the distribution of averages), or (2)
whitened, in the case of the cross-noise-power calculated
between PA3 149 GHz and 97 GHz. The whitening is
done by fitting (in ` > 500) the radially binned power
−α
spectrum to the functional form [( `knee
+ 1]w2 and
` )
dividing out that fit, where w is the white noise floor determined at large `. The corresponding inverse transform
for each case is applied after smoothing.
Summing the signal and noise contributions (Step 6)
completes the calculation of the total inter-array covariance C = S +N for the ILC analysis. The above smoothing procedures are important for controlling the amplitude of the ILC bias that arises due to the finite number
of modes used in estimating the covariance from the data.
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FIG. 6: Component-separated maps of the Compton-y (gray-scale) and CMB+kSZ (false color) temperature anisotropies from
our joint ACTPol + Planck analysis. The vertical axis (declination) and horizontal axis (right ascension) are labeled in degrees.
These maps have an effective beam corresponding to a 1.6 arcmin FWHM Gaussian. No additional filtering is applied in these
images. The top two panels show the standard ILC Compton-y map (dimensionless units) and the CMB+kSZ map (units of
µK) in the smaller D56 region (≈ 456 sq. deg.), respectively, and the bottom two panels show the same for the larger BOSS-N
region (≈ 1633 sq. deg.). The information visible by eye in the CMB+kSZ maps here is dominated by Planck since we do
not include ACT information in the co-add for ` < 500, but see Figure 7 for a zoomed-in image where ACT also contributes
substantial information. Because the Compton-y maps are noise-dominated, inhomogeneities from the Planck scanning pattern
can be seen as diagonal stripes. However, since the tSZ distribution is highly non-Gaussian, many galaxy clusters can be seen by
eye as saturated (white) points in the Compton-y maps. The core of the Virgo cluster can be seen through its diffuse emission
centered on {RA=−172.3◦ ,DEC=12.3◦ }. Evidence of Galactic contamination can also be seen in the Compton-y maps (as
inferred from comparisons with Planck 545 GHz maps where dust emission from the Galaxy dominates), e.g., at approximately
{RA=171◦ ,DEC=7◦ }, {RA=14.5◦ ,DEC=−7◦ } and {RA=17.8◦ ,DEC=−6.5◦ }.
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FIG. 7: Zoomed-in view of component-separated maps in a deep patch (≈ 24 sq. deg. out of the available 2100 sq. deg.) near
the equatorial region. The vertical axis (declination) and horizontal axis (right ascension) are labeled in degrees. The top
panel shows the minimum-variance (standard ILC) Compton-y map in this region (dimensionless color scale). Bright spots
corresponding to galaxy clusters can be seen, in particular a large diffuse region in the bottom right corresponding to Abell
119, a nearby cluster at z = 0.044. Known ACT tSZ clusters from [90] corresponding to an ACT detection signal-to-noise ratio
> 4 are circled in red, with Abell 119 (not detected previously in ACT due to its low redshift) located in the largest circle. The
bottom left panel shows the minimum-variance (standard ILC) CMB+kSZ map in this region. Clear residual contamination at
the locations of bright tSZ clusters can be seen as negative decrements due to the map receiving large weights from the ACT
149 GHz and 97 GHz channels on small scales. The bottom right panel shows the constrained ILC CMB+kSZ map with the
tSZ signal deprojected, i.e., with the contaminant field c in Eq. 2 corresponding to tSZ. The color scale for both CMB+kSZ
maps is in µK. No residuals can be seen at the locations of clusters in the tSZ-deprojected map, at the cost of higher noise (see
Figure 9). All maps have been re-convolved to an effective Gaussian beam of FWHM 2.2 arcmin for display here (the native
resolution of the standard ILC maps is 1.6 arcmin and that of the constrained ILC maps is 2.4 arcmin).

The choice of ∆` = 160 in the signal smoothing in particular is the smallest bin-width that reduces the ILC bias
to an acceptable level (i.e., either well within the statistical error or at the < 0.5% level), as determined from
the pipeline simulations described in Sec. VII.

B.

Co-addition and deprojection

Step 7 is described here. Given the covariance matrix
estimated above, we calculate the weights (Eq. 3) for the
CMB+kSZ and tSZ ILC constructions with and without deprojection of various contaminating components,

as described in Sec. II.
The azimuthally averaged, radially binned weights are
shown in Figure 5 for the D56 region to aid in interpretation of the relevant contributions from various arrays to the component-separated maps (weights for the
BOSS-N region are similar and omitted for brevity). On
large scales, Planck dominates the information content,
as these modes are lost to atmospheric noise in ACT. The
wide frequency coverage of Planck is useful for mitigating
the large number of foregrounds present on large scales.
On small scales, the ACT 149 and 97 GHz channels dominate the information content, due to their high resolution
and low noise levels compared to Planck. Interestingly,
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FIG. 8: Comparison of the profile of a stack on 554 ACT
candidate clusters in the joint Planck + ACTPol standard
ILC Compton-y map in the D56 region with the same stack
on a rescaled version of the single-frequency map from ACTPol array PA3 at 97 GHz. The rescaling factors apply corrections that include calibration, beam, and scale-dependent
color corrections that have already been accounted for in the
Compton-y map. Both maps have also been high-pass filtered to ` > 2000 to reduce large correlated scatter in the
single-frequency maps (from atmospheric noise on large angular scales), which would make comparison difficult. (Horizontal positions of the points have been offset slightly for
clarity. The errors on the profile from the Compton-y map
are smaller than the plot symbols.)

both the 97 and 149 GHz channels contribute to the
Compton-y reconstruction out to very high `, whereas
149 GHz mostly dominates the very high ` CMB+kSZ
reconstruction. Also, the ACT 149 (97) GHz channel
weights approximately overlap with those of the Planck
143 (100) GHz channels in the range of angular scales
where both arrays have good signal-to-noise, as expected
due to their similar bandpasses.
The relative weights of the different ACT arrays in
Figure 5 may be surprising upon initial inspection. Considering the tSZ ILC weights in the bottom panel, the
Compton-y response is only 60% greater at 97 GHz than
at 149 GHz (see Figure 2), yet in the range 1000 < ` <
3000 the weight for the 97 GHz dataset D56 5 097 (PA3
97 GHz) is about −4×10−7 µK−1 while the 149 GHz data
sets only have weights around 0.5 × 10−7 µK−1 . This is
not because D56 5 097 is more sensitive than the other
arrays — in fact, its sensitivity is lower than the average.
Instead, this is because the dominating contaminant in
this multipole range is not noise, but the CMB. In the
regime where a number of arrays have much lower noise
power than that contributed by the CMB itself, the actual sensitivities of those arrays do not matter. Moreover, having multiple arrays with the same properties
does not help more than just having one. Instead, what
drives the behavior of the weights are the different linear
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FIG. 9: Total beam-deconvolved auto-power spectra (including noise bias and residual foregrounds) of our ACTPol +
Planck ILC maps compared to similar maps from Planck. The
top panel shows the Compton-y power in the D56 (red) and
BOSS-N (blue) regions for this work (solid) and the Planck
needlet ILC Compton-y map (dashed). The middle panel
shows similar power spectra for the CMB+kSZ maps, but
compared to the Planck PR2 SMICA map. The bottom panel
shows corresponding spectra for tSZ-deprojected versions of
the CMB+kSZ maps. In all cases, orders of magnitude improvement in the signal-to-noise per mode can be seen for
scales ` > 2000 where the Planck spectra become completely
noise dominated.
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tional to the tSZ response (Eq. 5) times the array inverse
noise variance.
We apply the ILC weights to construct a linear combination of the 2D Fourier transforms of the ACT and
Planck arrays, as in Eq. 1. The resulting co-add is
then multiplied by a beam transfer function and inverseFourier transformed to provide the corresponding ILC
map in real space. The beam transfer functions of the
final maps are chosen so as to prevent a rising (blue) spectrum on small scales. We choose a 1.6 arcmin FWHM
Gaussian for maps with no deprojection and a 2.4 arcmin
FWHM Gaussian for maps with deprojection to achieve
this property.

VI.

FIG. 10: Stacks on component-separated ILC CMB+kSZ
maps at the locations of ACT tSZ-selected clusters with no
foregrounds deprojected (top panel) and with the tSZ effect
deprojected (bottom panel). The horizontal and vertical axes
are in units of arcminutes and the color-scale units are µK. As
discussed for the Planck cleaned CMB+kSZ maps in [60], it
can be seen here that the standard ILC procedure leaves behind large tSZ residuals, whereas explicitly deprojecting the
tSZ frequency dependence eliminates this residual, at the cost
of higher noise. The fuzzy vertical stripe seen here is likely
a chance alignment of correlated noise from the CMB, as a
differently shaped feature is seen in an analogous stack in
BOSS-N. The maps used here are the joint Planck + ACTPol
ILC results in the D56 region, with the minimum variance map
re-convolved to the same beam as the tSZ-deprojected map.
This plot shows that our tSZ deprojection leaves no residuals in the CMB+kSZ maps even at the locations of massive
galaxy clusters.

combinations of Compton-y and CMB in each channel,
which depend on the array bandpasses. For ACT, the
data sets can be divided into three bandpass groups: e.g.
for D56 into D56 5 097 (PA3 97 GHz), D56 1-4 149 (PA1
and PA2 149 GHz) and D56 6 149 (PA3 149 GHz), with
the latter differing from the other 149 GHz datasets by
having a 20% narrower bandpass (see Figure 4). In the
CMB-dominated regime, the data sets in each group do
not contribute independent information, and so have to
share weight, making the weight per member inversely
proportional to the number of members. For ` > 3000
this ceases to be the case as the ILC becomes noisedominated, and each array’s weight becomes propor-

RESULTS AND VALIDATION

Figure 6 shows the component-separated maps of
the Compton-y and CMB+kSZ fields produced by our
pipeline, for the standard ILC (no deprojection) analysis
in the BOSS-N and D56 regions. Figure 7 shows a zoomedin view of a small patch of sky in D56 (≈ 24 sq. deg. out of
the available 2100 sq. deg.) for three of our componentseparated maps: the standard ILC Compton-y map (no
contaminant deprojection), the standard ILC CMB+kSZ
map, and the constrained ILC CMB+kSZ map with the
tSZ signal deprojected. Many galaxy clusters can be seen
by eye in the Compton-y map, including Abell 119 in D56
(Figures 6 and 7) and the Virgo cluster in BOSS-N (Figure 6). Comparison of the standard ILC and constrained
ILC CMB+kSZ maps in Figure 7 clearly shows the effect
of tSZ residuals in the former map, thus demonstrating
the need for the latter in CMB lensing and kSZ analyses.
We now validate the reconstructed ILC maps by measuring their power spectra and cross-correlating them
with other data sets.

A.

Cluster stacks

An important validation of the Compton-y map is
comparison of the stacked profile of massive, high-SNR
galaxy clusters with that from a single-frequency map.
This ensures that the application of the component separation pipeline has not introduced an effective harmonic
space transfer function or calibration offset. For this comparison, we pick as our reference map the ACT Season
2015 PA3 97 GHz map in the BOSS-N and D56 regions,
due to its relatively high weight in the Compton-y map.
We stack on the locations of tSZ-selected candidate clusters from the 2013-2018 maps with SNR > 5 (554 locations in D56 and 408 locations in BOSS-N) after applying the appropriate analytic transfer function that allows
direct comparison with the stack on the standard ILC
Compton-y map (which is reconvolved to the same beam
as the reference map). The transfer function applied to
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the reference map is
T (`) =

C.

1
,
f (`)P (`)

(8)

where P (`) is the pixel window function to be deconvolved in 2D Fourier space and f (`) is the tSZ response in
Eq. 5, but with scale-dependent corrections for the bandpass and small changes of the beam within the bandpass
(see Appendix A). Before stacking, both the reference
map and the Compton-y map are additionally high-pass
filtered to ` > 2000 to suppress scatter due to correlated noise. The resulting comparison in the D56 region
is shown in Figure 8, showing excellent agreement between the Compton-y map and the reference map. Error bars are estimated from the scatter within the stacking sample, and so do not include large-scale correlated
noise. Note that errors in the ILC map are smaller. In
Sec. VI C, we discuss stacking on cluster locations in the
ILC CMB+kSZ maps.

B.

Total power spectra and comparison with
Planck maps

In Figure 9, we show the power spectra of a selection
of the ILC maps. These power spectra are calculated under the flat-sky approximation, do not account for mode
coupling or noisy directions in 2D Fourier space, and
receive contributions from all components in the map
including instrument noise and foregrounds. However,
the improvement over Planck in resolution and signalto-noise per mode can be clearly seen at high multipoles. At low multipoles (large angular scales) where
the component-separated maps effectively only include
Planck data, our ILC maps have higher noise than those
from the Planck component separation pipelines, likely
due to insufficient accounting for varying foreground levels in our constant-sky-covariance approximation (in contrast to, e.g., needlet ILC).
In order to interpret the CMB or Compton-y power
spectrum, it is important to estimate its signal power
spectrum without noise bias and accounting for foreground residuals. These steps are beyond the scope of
this work since they require (1) constructing splits of
the component-separated maps that have independent
instrument noise and (2) marginalizing over the expected
contribution of foreground residuals to the power spectrum. We emphasize that the released ILC maps are not
suitable for measurements of the power spectra of either
the CMB or tSZ signals due to these complications. The
maps should only be used in applications where noise bias
does not appear (e.g., lensing maps for cross-correlations,
and tSZ maps for cross-correlations). The tSZ maps in
particular are noise-dominated at the power spectrum
level, although the very large non-Gaussianity of the tSZ
distribution allows one to see clusters by eye without any
filtering.

Foreground residuals and dust contamination

When interpreting cross-correlations of the ILC maps,
it is important to keep in mind that standard ILC component separation with no deprojection only attempts to
minimize variance due to foreground residuals; it does not
fully eliminate the foreground residuals in general. In the
case of maps that deproject some component, there can
still be residuals due to inaccuracy of the assumed SED
(though not for the CMB, kSZ or tSZ) or due to decorrelation across frequencies. These issues are especially of
concern when working with CIB/dust-deprojected maps.
The effect of dust contamination in particular can be
seen when stacking the tSZ map at the locations of
sources like quasars. The manifestation of dust contamination in a stack on Compton-y maps is not immediately obvious. For example, if the tSZ map with no deprojection is stacked at the location of SDSS quasars, a
high signal-to-noise feature can be detected, with a relative deficit in the center surrounded by a ring. Using
simulations that use a fiducial dust SED, we have confirmed that such a ring is the response of the Compton-y
map weights (Figure 5) to a dusty point source. This
can be understood as arising due to the fact that on
small scales (where instrument noise dominates) the ymap is predominantly constructed from y ∼ −A97 −A149 ,
which is negative for a dusty region that is positive at
these frequencies. On large scales (where CMB sample
variance dominates), the weights force the map to be
y ∼ −A97 + A149 , which is net positive for a dusty region that is brighter at 149 GHz than 97 GHz. Here A97
and A149 are the dominant ACT arrays at 97 GHz and
149 GHz, respectively. We also confirm that when instead stacking these quasars on dust-deprojected y-maps,
the ring signal disappears leaving behind a small residual
positive signal that may be due to tSZ from AGN feedback in quasars (see, e.g., [91] and [92]). When working
with stacks on such sources, we recommend applying the
weights we provide in the data release to realistic simulations to aid interpretation. Both the level of dust residuals in no-deprojection (standard ILC) maps and the noise
in the dust-deprojected maps should be significantly reduced with high-resolution 230 GHz data collected with
the Advanced ACTPol instrument in 2016 and onward.
Residual foregrounds in the ILC CMB+kSZ maps are
also of concern, especially for lensing reconstruction.
Contamination by the tSZ effect can be assessed by
stacking on the locations of ACT tSZ clusters in the
CMB+kSZ maps. As was seen for Planck maps in [60], a
large negative decrement can be observed in such a stack
since the majority of the weight in the ILC CMB+kSZ
map comes from the 97 and 149 GHz maps, where the
tSZ signal is negative. This can be seen in the top panel
of Figure 10. When the tSZ signal is deprojected, the
identical stack (bottom panel) shows no detectable tSZ
residual, suggesting these maps are suitable for the tSZcleaned estimator derived in [60]. These maps can also
be used for applying kSZ estimators to high-mass cluster
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stacks.

VII.

SIMULATIONS

We use simulations to validate our component separation pipeline and inform analysis choices that control
potential sources of bias due to the use of an empirical covariance matrix (so-called “ILC bias” in this context). These simulations can also be used for covariance
estimation for cross-correlation analyses. Our simulation suite includes contributions from the lensed CMB,
Gaussian instrument noise under a constant covariance
noise model, Gaussian realizations of the tSZ field, and
Gaussian realizations of “residual” foregrounds. Details
of the lensed CMB and instrument noise simulation can
be found in [76, 77], but we summarize the salient points
here. Gaussian realizations of the unlensed CMB are
drawn on the full sky using a model fit to the Planck
data [47]. These simulations are then lensed by a Gaussian realization of the lensing field, using the pixell software package.7 Noise realizations are generated from the
smoothed noise power spectrum of the map measured
from splits and subsequently modulated by the detector
hit counts in the region.
Since our verification procedure requires checking
the fidelity of reconstructing the lensed CMB and the
Compton-y distribution, we simulate the tSZ signal by
generating a Gaussian random Compton-y field from a
template tSZ power spectrum [93, 94] for each realization
and scaling it by the color-corrected frequency response
factors. Finally, we add Gaussian realizations of “residual foregrounds” corresponding to the contributions from
all other foregrounds by drawing from a covariance matrix that is constructed from empirically fitting measured
spectra of the arrays to a power-law model. For each
map array pair in the covariance matrix, we calculate the
signal power spectrum (using independent noise splits if
necessary, as is the case when calculating the diagonals of
the covariance matrix for example) and subtract a fiducial lensed CMB and tSZ contribution. The residual measured power spectrum is then fit to

R(`) = w + a1

`
3000

 e1


+ a2

`
3000

 e2
,

(9)

where a1 > 0, a2 > 0, w > 0, −5 < e1 < 0 and 0 < e2 < 2
are fit to the residual power spectrum. Physically, the
first term is expected to capture a Poisson contribution,
the second a residual Galactic contribution important on
large scales, and the third a residual extragalactic contribution important on small scales. For all the fits, we
use ` > 20 if both arrays in the pair are from Planck,
and ` > 1000 if not. For the maximum multipole of the
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fits, we use ` < 5000 if both arrays are ACT, ` < 3000
if both arrays are Planck HFI, ` < 4000 for ACT-HFI
pairs, ` < 1000 for any pairs involving 70 GHz, and
` < 300 for all other pairs. If given the above constraints,
no multipoles are available for fits (e.g., for an ACTLFI pair), we assume the cross-correlation power is zero
for that pair. Realizations drawn from the covariance
matrix constructed this way when added to the lensed
CMB, tSZ, and instrument noise should result in simulations with identical total power spectra between all pairs
of arrays. This allows our simulations of componentseparated maps to have nearly identical statistics as the
data maps at the power spectrum level.
We generate 160 realizations of the simulations described above by combining the lensed CMB, tSZ, residual foregrounds and instrument noise in the same model
as the data (e.g., two splits of each Planck map and four
splits of each ACT map) and pass these through the same
pipeline as the data, applying the entire algorithm described in Sec. V to each of the simulation realizations.
Importantly, the covariance estimation is repeated for
each realization since only such a procedure can detect
any ILC bias due to correlations between the estimated
covariance and the data (or simulation realization) itself.
The final products of the pipeline consist of (1) maps of
the CMB+kSZ with no deprojection, tSZ deprojection,
and CIB deprojection, and (2) maps of Compton-y with
no deprojection, CMB deprojection, and CIB deprojection. Each of (1) and (2) are then cross-correlated with
the input lensed CMB and input Compton-y map, respectively. The resulting cross-spectrum is then binned
and averaged over the 160 simulations and compared to
the auto-spectrum of the input components. We show
the resulting comparison in Figure 11. We confirm that
with our analysis choices we control any bias in the resulting maps to be well within the statistical error at low
multipoles and at < 0.5% level at intermediate and high
multipoles.

VIII.

DISCUSSION

We have presented component-separated maps of the
CMB+kSZ and Compton-y signals from the joint analysis of Planck and ACTPol temperature data from the
2014 and 2015 observing seasons. While these maps span
a sky fraction of 5% compared to the 65% spanned by
Planck, they have orders of magnitude higher signal-tonoise per mode on small scales. In particular, they improve the resolution of the tSZ effect from 10 arcminutes to 1.6 arcminutes. In addition, we provide versions
of the maps that explicitly null the contributions from
components with an assumed SED (CMB/kSZ, tSZ, or
fiducial CIB model). We have shown that in the case
of a CMB+kSZ map with tSZ deprojected, no residual
tSZ contamination can be seen when the map is stacked
at the locations of massive (≈ 1014−15 M ) tSZ-selected
clusters.
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FIG. 11: The relative difference of the cross-spectrum of the reconstructed component and the input component, normalized to
the auto-spectrum of the input component. Symbols are the difference averaged over 160 simulations. The shaded bands show
uncertainties for a single realization. In these simulations the unlensed CMB and foregrounds (including tSZ) are Gaussian,
and the CMB is lensed with a Gaussian convergence field. The left and right panels show results for the D56 and BOSS-N region,
respectively. The top and bottom panels show results for CMB+kSZ and tSZ reconstructions, respectively, each for various
constrained ILC options as labeled in the legends (the second component in each label refers to the deprojected field). The
dashed vertical lines indicate ` = 20, 500, 3000. This plot shows that our pipeline is able to recover the underlying CMB+kSZ
and tSZ signals with sufficient accuracy.

A number of science applications are opened up by
these new data products. Although explicit deprojection
of a specific contaminant increases the final noise level in
the ILC map, it is useful in applications where significant
reduction of bias at the cost of a small increase in noise
is desirable. For example, bias due to tSZ contamination
has been shown to be the largest foreground contaminant in temperature-based CMB lensing reconstruction,
for both the auto-power spectrum [95, 96] and crosscorrelations with z . 1 tracers [60, 97, 98]. This bias
can be mitigated by using tSZ-deprojected CMB maps
in an “asymmetric” lensing estimator [60], which allows
for the elimination of tSZ-induced bias in CMB lensing
cross-correlations with little penalty in signal-to-noise.8
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See [89] for a demonstration of a tSZ-free lensing crosscorrelation.

The loss of signal-to-noise approaches zero in the limit
of “CMB halo lensing” reconstruction on the smallest
scales. Similarly, a CMB lensing cross-correlation with
CIB maps or with high-redshift galaxies (e.g., selected
from Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer data [55]) can
benefit from asymmetric lensing estimators that use our
CIB-deprojected CMB+kSZ maps. Since the CIB and
tSZ fields are correlated, high-precision cross-correlations
will likely require deprojecting both components (which
the ILC formalism naturally allows for) or combining
component separation with other bias-avoidance methods like shear reconstruction [99, 100] or bias hardening
[96].
In addition to CMB lensing reconstruction,
component-separated CMB maps are also crucial
for primordial non-Gaussianity measurements.
The
WMAP and Planck non-Gaussianity analyses relied
on such foreground-cleaned maps for analyses of the
primordial bispectrum and trispectrum [3, 101, 102].
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The influence of Galactic and extragalactic foregrounds
on these measurements has recently received attention [19, 103, 104]. It was argued in [103] that explicit
deprojection of tSZ and/or CIB contamination would be
necessary for unbiased non-Gaussianity constraints from
high-resolution, post-Planck CMB temperature maps.
We thus expect that the maps produced here will be
helpful for such analyses.
Foreground-cleaned CMB+kSZ maps are also useful
for kSZ measurements. The projected-field kSZ estimator [14, 15, 105], which involves a bispectrum of
the form hT T gi where T is the CMB+kSZ temperature map and g is a large-scale structure tracer, requires
exquisite suppression of foreground residuals. We anticipate that variations of the estimator that mix minimumvariance CMB+kSZ maps and foreground-deprojected
CMB+kSZ maps will likely be valuable. For “kSZ
tomography”-type estimators that involve a bispectrum
of the form hT ggi [106] (e.g., the velocity-field template
estimator [107, 108] and pairwise-momentum estimator [109, 110]), formally, symmetry considerations show
that the presence of foreground residuals does not introduce a bias at leading order. However, in practice when
performing a kSZ-tomography stack on a CMB+kSZ map
with foreground residuals, the steep scaling of the tSZ
contamination with halo mass (y ∼ M 5/3 ) introduces a
large amount of scatter in the highest mass bin (which is
also where the kSZ signal is largest). Instead of discarding the most massive clusters, as is commonly done, the
kSZ signal from these clusters can simply be measured
using the (noisier) tSZ-deprojected CMB+kSZ map.
Maps of the Compton-y signal enable a variety of cosmological and astrophysical analyses. Recent years have
seen an explosion in tSZ-based studies of galaxy formation and the physics of the intra-cluster medium (ICM),
driven by the Planck data (e.g., [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31,
32, 33, 111, 112]). Most of these analyses use crosscorrelations of large-area Compton-y maps with other
tracers of large-scale structure (e.g., galaxies, clusters,
or weak lensing maps). The dramatic improvement in
angular resolution afforded by the tSZ maps produced
in this work (from 10 arcmin with Planck to 1.6 arcmin
here) will enable transformative gains in these studies,
yielding tight constraints on models of baryonic feedback in structure formation (e.g., [28, 113, 114]). Beyond cross-correlations, the auto-statistics of Compton-y
maps are powerful probes of cosmology and the ICM.
However, such analyses require precise and sufficiently
flexible modeling of residual foreground contributions to
the component-separated map auto-statistics, as well as
the removal or modeling of noise contributions. We defer these steps to future work, and emphasize that the
Compton-y maps released here are intended solely for use
in cross-correlation analyses, where only a small number
of potential foreground contaminants are relevant (generally CIB or radio sources).
Our pipeline has been designed such that the slow covariance matrix calculation is separate from a fast (≈ few

seconds) co-addition and deprojection step. Only the fast
step depends on assumptions about the SEDs of the components. This will allow us to produce ILC maps as part
of a Markov chain calculation involving marginalization
over parameters of the SEDs. Such marginalization is
especially useful for any analysis that involves assumptions regarding dust or CIB contamination, for which the
SED parameters should be varied over some range. This
can be incorporated into any cross-correlation analysis
where such contamination is of concern. Furthermore,
the ability to marginalize over foreground residuals is a
necessary condition to extend our pipeline to unbiased
measurements of the auto-correlation of the CMB and
Compton-y signals. Another necessary condition is the
capability to remove the contribution of instrument noise
to the auto-spectrum, e.g., through cross-correlation of
ILC maps that are constructed from independent splits
of the data. We thus stress that direct interpretation of
the auto-power spectra of the maps released here is not
recommended.
We have worked in the 2D Fourier domain to optimally
account for the anisotropy of instrument noise present in
ground-based experiments like ACT. However, our analysis is applied using power spectra calculated as an average
within each of the two regions considered here. This averaging procedure washes out instrument noise anisotropy
to some extent. Combined with the fact that in our deep
patches, the CMB temperature dominates over noise and
the Compton-y signal in regions of harmonic space where
the noise anisotropy is large, we find only percent-level
improvements in the total power of our maps at ` > 500
compared to an analysis that isotropizes the information
in the instrument noise. Nonetheless, this pilot study
sets the formalism and pipeline in place for an improved
analysis that accounts for spatial variations of both the
amplitude of the instrument noise and its 2D Fourier
anisotropy.
This paper represents the first step on an exciting path
toward component-separated ACT + Planck maps covering significantly larger sky fractions and using additional frequency coverage, as compared to the data used
in the analysis reported here. We will also extend the
method developed here to produce component-separated
CMB polarization maps from these data. Starting in the
2016 observing season and continuing until now, the Advanced ACTPol instrument has undertaken wide scans
that altogether cover roughly half of the sky, i.e., an order of magnitude more area than the regions analyzed
here. This coverage includes complete overlap with the
≈ 5000 sq. deg. covered by the Dark Energy Survey
(DES) [49] and the planned ≈ 20000 sq. deg. footprint
of the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) [52], and
partial overlap of ≈ 8000 sq. deg. with the Dark Energy
Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI) [53], amongst other experiments (e.g., KiDS [50] and HSC [51]). In addition,
the Advanced ACTPol receiver includes detectors operating at 230 GHz, with arcminute resolution. The 230
GHz data will be included in imminent component sepa-
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ration analyses, allowing for significantly improved dust
and CIB removal, as well as simultaneous deprojection of
multiple contaminants on small scales. A low-frequency
array with bands centered at 28 and 41 GHz has been
tested in the laboratory [115, 116] and will be installed
on the telescope in the next year, yielding nearly a full
decade in frequency coverage with ACT. These data will
provide leverage in removing Galactic synchrotron and
extragalactic radio source contamination. Starting in
the early 2020s, the Simons Observatory Large Aperture Telescope (LAT) will include significantly more sensitive coverage at all five ACT frequencies, as well as
an additional 280 GHz channel. Looking further ahead,
the current design of the CMB-S4 LATs also includes
channels at all six of these frequencies [114]. Future
prospects are thus extremely bright for the production
of high-sensitivity, high-resolution component-separated
maps covering half of the sky, which will enable a vast
range of exciting CMB science in the coming decade.
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Appendix A: Color Corrections

Since the input maps are in differential CMB temperature units and assumed to be calibrated (with beams
BCMB (`) that are spectrally matched to the CMB), the
frequency response to the CMB blackbody SED is always unity. To compute responses for the tSZ and CIB
(modified blackbody) SEDs, we must account for the
width of the bandpass and for small changes of the beam
within the bandpass. For a bandpass transmission function W (ν) and for a frequency response f (ν) in differential CMB temperature units (i.e., Eqs. 5 and 6), the
bandpass color-corrected response factor in the limit that
the beam does not change with frequency is,
R
dν f (ν) W (ν) DCMB (ν)
fi = R
,
(A1)
dν W (ν) DCMB (ν)
)
|T =TCMB converts f (ν) to units
where DCMB (ν) ≡ dB(ν,T
dT
of specific intensity. Incorporating the effect of variation
of the beam within the bandpass changes this to
R
dν f (ν) W (ν) DCMB (ν) B(`, ν)
1
R
fi =
. (A2)
BCMB (`)
dν W (ν) DCMB (ν)

In our baseline analysis, we use the above expression,
Eq. A2, to calculate scale-dependent color corrections
for the tSZ and CIB responses of ACT arrays. Assuming the optics are diffraction-limited, we approximate
B(`, ν) = BCMB (`(ν0 /ν)), where ν0 is the approximate
central frequency of the band. Using simulations of the
optical system, we have confirmed that the diffractionlimited approximation is accurate at the sub-percent level
in the response factors. The corrections in Eq. A2 yield
variations at the 5-10% level as a function of multipole when compared to the scale-independent expression
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given in Eq. A1. For the Planck maps, we do not incorporate the effects of beam variation, and rather use the
scale-independent color corrections in Eq. A1.
When interpreting results based on the componentseparated maps produced here, note that the bandpasses
measured for the ACT arrays have overall frequency shift
uncertainties of ≈ 2.4 GHz at 149 GHz and ≈ 1.5 GHz
at 97 GHz. These uncertainties are due to systematics in the Fourier Transform Spectrometer used for the
measurements [41, 122]. These shifts correspond to uncertainties in the tSZ color corrections of 3% and 0.8%
for the 149 and 97 GHz channels, respectively. A highprecision analysis may require the production of a set of
ILC maps with color corrections calculated from bandpasses whose frequencies have been shifted in accordance
with these uncertainties. For Planck, the overall uncertainties from pre-launch bandpass measurements are
smaller than these shifts [79, 80].
Looking ahead to Advanced ACTPol and Simons Observatory [37], reductions in these systematic uncertainties will be necessary in order to avoid biasing measurements; e.g., for a Simons Observatory tSZ crosscorrelation with LSST galaxies, absolute calibration of
the bandpasses approaching 0.1% precision will be necessary (see e.g. [63] for similar considerations). However,

the bandpass calibration requirements are less stringent
for CMB power spectrum measurements (e.g., as used to
constrain Neff and other cosmological parameters), because calibration errors are absorbed in free parameters
associated with the SEDs of astrophysical foregrounds
(the tSZ contribution being a notable exception, as its
SED has no free parameters). The situation is also helped
by the fact that the T E power spectrum drives the constraining power on parameters [37], for which the only
foregrounds are Galactic dust and synchrotron, whose
free SED parameters can absorb bandpass uncertainties
(at the cost of biasing the physical interpretation of those
foreground parameters).
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